
The WeiTop Vivienda conservatory

Your conservatory
filled with light and life

www.weinor.com

Enjoy the atmosphere of a weinor conservatory –

well-sheltered, but still close to nature



weinor conservatory system Vivienda
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A weinor conservatory provides a seamless transition
between indoors and outdoors. Relax in your new
verdant room or use the room to socialise with friends
and family. An intelligently coordinated system of
components turns your conservatory dream into a reality.

As everything you need is available from weinor, it all
matches perfectly – the shape, the colour and the

technology.

Enjoy your new place of well-being 

and a view of your garden all year round!

Your new room
for every time of the year
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“The new room, the mass of light, the 
wonderful atmosphere – this is one 

investment that has definitely
paid off …!”

No matter what the
weather: enjoy nature in
your conservatory 

A conservatory allows you 
to enjoy nature at any time
of year. You can even have
the benefit of your garden in
winter while snuggled up

Intelligent accessories –
always a safe bet with
weinor

To ensure that you don’t feel
the effects of the sun too
much, weinor has developed
perfectly coordinated con-
servatory awnings that keep
you pleasantly cool. The in-
telligent accessories provide
comfort and relaxation –
from skylights and roof vents
to lighting, weather sensors
and remote controls. Ac-
complish your conservatory
dream just the way you
imagined it – with weinor’s
proven conservatory system.

warm and cosy on the sofa.
Flexible side screens also
allow you to open your con-
servatory to let in the
summer.



weinor conservatory – colours and shapes
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Chamfered
pent roof

Trapezoid roof
towards the

eaves

Trapezoid roof
towards the

ridge

Pent roof 

Whether a new or old building – a conservatory 

is an outstanding architectural feature.

Adding a conservatory is like adding another
room on to your house. This increases the value of our
property significantly. Exactly what your conservatory
should look like is all up to you. 

weinor conservatories - a multitude
of colours and shapes

Create moods 
with beautiful light

At weinor, atmospheric light-
ing is directly incorporated
into the concept. The dim-
mable halogen lamps allow
you to conjure up attractive
lighting effects with no
visible wires whatsoever.
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Characteristic shapes –
tailored to your house

The WeiTop Vivienda con-
servatory adapts flexibly to
the shape and aesthetics 
of your house – even if it has
protruding walls or alcoves.
Choose your personal
favourite from a wide variety
of construction types. We
will be happy to advise you
in detail and help you to
decide which roof shape is
the best solution for your
house.

Exclusively from weinor:
a massive choice of colours

Choose from 47 standard frame colours, 
8 scratch-resistant and robust trendy
conservatory colours (5% surcharge) as 

well as another 200 special RAL colours

The 8 trendy conservatory
colours (see above) with high
quality metallic looks have a
scratch-resistant and robust
surface and are particularly
suitable for patio roofs.

weinor offers a wide choice
of colours for your patio 
roof to suit your house and
furnishings.
Combine them to your taste,
and make your house a
colourful place. Our quality
control system and a high
degree of flexibility through
our own powder coating
cabinet assure durability and
the very highest aesthetic
looks.

A wide choice of wonderful frame colours – 
choose one to your taste

Pent roof corner
section

Gabled roof Other individual
shapes available on
request

Pent roof
with hip

Pent roof with hip
and chamfered at

the front

Choose from a range of different roof shapes
The right solution for every kind of building



weinor glass sections at the sides
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weinor offers a large number of side glass elements to match
your WeiTop Vivienda roof: fixed glazing for numerous types
of construction, as well as flexible window and door solutions.
You decide whether you want to slide, turn, fold or tilt, how

much shelter you require, and how much open space you 
would like.

Slide, fold, tilt –
highly individual side glass elements

Choose what best meets your needs and create

a smooth transition to nature!

Slim aluminium sections are used to
increase the amount of glass used and
therefore provide maximum trans-
parency. �

A wide range of windows and doors –
for you to combine however you like! �
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Flowing transition to nature
with side glass sections you can make disappear

den, when tilted they provide
good ventilation.

To open
extra-large fronts
Accordion parti-
tions are best
installed where
you want to cre-
ate a connecting
passage with a

large opening. As the parti-
tions slide completely side-
ways, you can open up an
entire side of your conser-
vatory. By applying the con-
certina principle, you can
therefore make entire glass
fronts disappear instantly 
to create the ultimate sense
of the outdoors.

Heavy doors – 
easily opened
With the lift-and
slide door system,
you can also move
heavy glass fronts
with little effort.
Simply lift and

slide to the side.

If there is not
much space: they
can be tilted
The space saving
tilt and slide doors
can be moved to
the side easily and
comfortably from

the tilting position. When open,
you have a clear view of the gar-

Side glazing – matched
perfectly
Glass doors and windows
of your choice, or fixed
glass sections – it can all
be fitted easily because
the sections are all
matched to each other.

To open large fronts
One turn of the hand
and your sliding doors
are open. The benefit of
this feature is that you
can fit your conservatory
out with large glass sur-

faces – and open virtually the
entire front as soon it turns
warm.

A choice of glass side sections to match your personal requirements

Sliding door
(w45-w)

Lift-and-slide
door 

(w45-w)

Fixed glazing/
window/door 

(w70-w)

Made-to-measure for wonderful views

Cross-sectional views (l to r):
• Window w70-w with leaf
• Sliding door w45-w
• Slide-and-tilt door w70-w
• Accordion partition w60-w

Parallel tilt and
slide door 
(w70-w)

Folding
partition  
(w60-w)



Accessories for weinor’s Vivienda conservatory system
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The perfect sun protection

In the blazing sun, conserva-
tories become extremely hot.
This is especially true if your
house faces to the south or
the west. For this reason,
weinor offers a broad selec-
tion of intelligent shading
solutions – with a look and
technology perfectly tailored
to your conservatory. weinor
awnings are available in any
form and function: for flat 
or pent roofs, with overhang
or flush-mounted.

All these components can be conveniently controlled
               with the WeiTronic remote control:

Roof
ventilator

All shades

Sliding roof window

Lux light bar / Integrated lighting

Maximum comfort – from shades to lighting and 

pre-programmed remote control …

All from one place –
versatile functions combined perfectly

If you want to relax in your favourite chair under the patio roof,
you need comfort. Intelligent accessories by weinor provide

pleasant shade, atmospheric lighting and comfortable
warmth.

The pre-programmed WeiTronic Remoto remote
control allows you to operate your equipment
conveniently from your lounger. As all the com-
ponents come from one place, they fit together

harmoniously.
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Quick and convenient
ventilation – the sliding
skylight

Reduces the accumulation of
heat or stale air in the con-
servatory quickly, easily and
conveniently and provides
for ample ventilation. The
WeiTop DS sliding skylight
can be conveniently operated
using the WeiTronic remote
control device. Thanks to its
excellent sliding mechanism,
the skylight is especially quiet
when opening and closing.

A roof vent always provides
a good climate

The constant supply of fresh
air plays a vital role in creat-
ing a pleasant climate within
your conservatory. weinor
roof vents provide the right
ventilation. Given their
minimal construction depth,
they are inconspicuous and
virtually noiseless. They can
be easily operated by remote
control.

To match the design: wonderful fabrics

Combine the wide range of frame colours 
with over 140 exquisite fabric patterns from
weinor’s “moments” fabric collection. You

could, for example, use the same colour as the
house façade for the awning and its fabric.

weinor acrylic fabrics, with their high quality workmanship and tear-
resistance, are noted for their exceptionally long lives. Special finishing
processes also make them particularly UV resistant. Thanks to the latest
nanotechnology, weinor’s fabrics have exceptional dirt- and water
resistant properties.

Pleasantly fresh conservatory climate
through matching shading and ventilation

Shades to provide privacy
and protection from glare

The award-winning VertiTex
awning (red dot design
award 2008) and the Aruba
window awning are two
products that offer protection
from both the sun and prying
looks. As everything you
need is available from weinor,
both awnings are the perfect
match for your Vivienda sys-
tem in terms of their shape,
colour and function.
Please see also our separate shade
brochure!

WeiTronic weather
sensors ensure that
your shades auto-
matically open in
sunshine and retract

in gusty winds or rain.



Quality standards for weinor Wintergarten Vivienda conservatory
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Technical details Vivienda

Roof versions Pent roof (chamfered, with hip, with hip at front, all-round)
Trapezoidal roof (towards eaves, towards ridge), gable roof
Other individual shapes on request.

Pitch 5 to 35 degrees

Widths and depths Width: up to 1050 cm; depth: up to 500 cm; width of hip: up to 100 cm

Envisaged covering Grommets: 25, 28, 30, 32 mm

Substructure elements Fixed glazing (w70-w), windows & doors (w70-w), 
(thermally insulated) Sliding doors (w45-w), lift-and-slide doors (w45-w), 

Slide-and-tilt doors (w70-w), accordion partitions (w60-w)

Options Leaf guard, provision for shade

Shades for roofing WGM family (mounted), Aruba family (vertical), VertiTex (vertical)

We reserve the right to make technical changes.

* Thermal transmittance of roof structure Uf 1.7 (Vivienda, with additional
insulation) and Uf 2.6 (Vivienda standard), IfT Rosenheim 2005.

Low heating costs

weinor conservatories have especially good heat insulation. 
This is backed up by the exceptional values which have been
determined by recognised testing, monitoring and certification
centres. Good insulation always converts into lower running
costs. This means that you benefit threefold: your conservatory

remains cosily warm; you save on heating bills; and you also feel
good about the environment. 
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Good advice from the
experts

Installation of a patio roof
requires competent partners
with an open ear for your
needs. Your weinor dealer
will be happy to answer all
your questions! weinor patio
roofs are built to meet your
needs exactly.

Perfect planning using state
of the art technology
By using our WeiCad bespoke
design software tool, we can
visualise how the product
will look when fully installed.
This makes it much easier 
for all your questions to be
answered, and also for your
decision to be made.

“Made in Germany” quality

Our own powder coating
Since weinor is the only
manufacturer to offer all the
components from one place,
all components are given the
same powder coating. This
ensures absolute colour accu-
racy and an identical level of
shine. 

Longevity
We don’t cut corners
on the big or small

parts: All our small
parts such as screws,

nuts and bolts are of stain-
less steel so they will last
especially long. All other
parts are powder coated in
an elaborate process. This
makes them impact and
scratch resistant.

Sturdy design 

The sophisticated design of
weinor patio roofs provides
maximum safety and
longevity. A renowned engi-
neering firm* has put the
statics through their paces.
Particular attention was paid
to the stresses caused by the
weather, such as loads placed
on them by wind and snow.
All components are pro-
duced industrially as series
products. That way a patio
roof from weinor provides
the safety of a standardised
quality product. 
*Grobecker GmbH, Cologne 2005

We offer the very highest quality

weinor puts a lot of emphasis on quality, from
the design and materials to workmanship,
mounting and service, so you can enjoy your
Vivienda for a long time.

Top quality – the highest demands
weinor technology and service give you more



Discover your patio new

www.weinor.com

Your dealer will be happy to advise you:
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Your dream patio
at any time of year

� weinor conservatories

� weinor awnings

� weinor patio roofs 
with VertiTex awning

protection from the sun and should be rolled up in rain
and strong winds. Wet fabric creases more easily and 
as far as possible should only be retracted after drying
out (please take care in strong winds and avoid the
formation of puddles). Depending on the colour of the
ordered frame we supply all small parts as well as crank
handles and drives for units with crank mechanisms in
black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016)
or grey (similar to weinor 7319).
For patio roof, Glasoase®, conservatory: Let a qualified
conservatory builder explain the causes of condensation
and how it can be avoided at the planning stage. 

Important Informations:
For textile sun protection: Creases can form in the fabric
and when folding the awning cloth. That can lead to
the areas of the fold appearing darker when seen
against the light, particularly with light colours. Folds in
the fabric in the areas of the seam, border and panels
can be caused by multiple layers of fabric and different
diameters of rolled up fabric. The stresses in the fabric
caused by this can lead to rippling (e.g. waffle or fish-
bone shapes). This is normal to differing degrees with
nearly all awning fabrics. Creases and folds in the fabric
do not reduce the awning’s value or its suitability for
its purpose. Awnings and conservatory blinds are for
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� The Glasoase® from the 
weinor world of terraces

No matter what you want to use your patio for,
weinor has the right product for you – awning,
patio roof, Glasoase® and conservatory

As an experienced specialist, your weinor dealer 
will help you throughout the process, from
planning to completion. They will help
make your patio dreams come true 
and will support you with advice and
help. That way you stay on the safe 
side at all times. 


